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QT Questions — for Titus 

Tit 1 (2/18)
1. In 1:1-2, what can the knowledge of truth do for God’s people, and how do you think 

that is; what does God not do, and what does that mean for us?
2. In 1:5-9, we are given the many qualities that an elder should have—what are they; 

and if a person does not have every one of these qualities, does that disqualify him, 
why or why not?

3. In 1:10-14, you know stereotypes are not true for all people, however they are 
mostly true for many of the people, and the people of Crete were stereotyped as 
“always liars, evil brutes, and lazy gluttons,”—what stereotypes are out there that 
describe many people in our culture, which also can describe you; what does Paul 
want His people to do when we encounter these ugly practices in a person’s life, 
starting in ours?

4. In 1:15-16, what is the difference between someone who sees purity and someone 
who does not; how can we see, pursue, love, and express purity?

Tit 2 (2/19)
1. In 2:1-7, the older and the younger men and women are all to be taught—what are 

the lessons each group should learn; what is the lesson that you are praying that 
you would learn most?

2. In 2:9-10, the lesson to the slaves is most other-worldly, because this would rarely 
ever happen in our world—what are the slaves taught to do, and what is the goal of 
their behavior; how is this applicable to your life?

3. In 2:11-13, for the people who have received the grace of God, what are the things 
we say “No” and reject, and what are things we say “Yes” and embrace; how are you 
in obeying to such teaching?

4. In 2:13-14, let’s dissect and ponder on these verses—who is Jesus; what did He do; 
what was the purpose for His sacrifice; for whom did He do this; how is this 
applicable in your life; what will Jesus do that He has not yet done?

Tit 3 (2/21)
1. In 3:1-2, what does our God want us to be reminded of; which reminder do you need 

to remember most and why?
2. In 3:3-6, before Christ, what were we like; will you list what “tools” He used to save 

us and can you explain how each of them applies to our salvation?
3. In 3:7-8, our salvation brings about two wonderful changes, one eternally and the 

other in our world—what are they; how are these truths impacting your life today?
4. In 3:9-15, what must we learn to avoid and what are we to learn to do when we are 

in fellowship with people; how well are you learning to be obedient in these two 
areas?
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